Connecting alleles, genes and genomic-imprinting conflicts with psychiatric conditions in neurogenetic disorders such as Prader-Willi syndrome represents one of the most exciting endeavours of our scientific generation. Despite repeated observations that imprinted genes strongly mediate human placentation [1] , brain development [2] and social attachment [3] , via dynamic tugs and webs of war [4] , the mechanisms driving such processes are only beginning to be elucidated.
To help develop a novel system for the analysis of genomic-imprinting conflict effects in the human brain, we studied genotypic variation in a single nucleotide polymorphism (the SNP rs850807) that tags a putatively functional haplotype overlapping two paternally expressed imprinted genes, MAGEL2 and NDN, in a population of typical individuals scored for self-report schizotypal and autistic traits [5] . In principle, different alleles (and haplotypes) should affect levels of gene expression or activity: more leading to a more-paternal gene bias, and less to a relatively maternal one.
According to the diametric theory of autism versus psychosis developed by Abu-Akel & Bailey [6] and Crespi & Badcock [7] , a relative maternal bias should promote the expression of more-mentalistic traits such as paranoia, and a morepaternal bias should, in theory, favour relatively less mentalism, such as lower levels of paranoia or, at more of an extreme, traits characteristic of the autism spectrum. We found strong, highly significant genotype-level variation effects on paranoia (so-called ideas of reference), though not on autism considered alone.
Abu-Akel (this volume) presents clearly the benefits of analysing such data using as a key variable the psychosis -autism traits bias, with both combined on a single scale. This metric can quantify trait variation across the full, postulated psychosis-normality-autism continuum, and thereby test the theory most directly, subject to its assumptions being met. We applaud this approach for its elegance, and are pleased that its results recapitulate our results in novel ways.
The Abu-Akel analytic method is predicated, by way of caveat, on the genetic variation in rs850807 mediating phenotypic variation across the great hill and plateau of the normal distribution from psychosis to normality to autism; as such, the SNP and haplotype should affect autism as well as paranoia. It may well do so, but below our single-trait p-value radar; more data are needed to see if autism traits really exist to any notable degree in Prader-Willi syndrome; we say that they apparently do not and Abu-Akel presumes that they do.
An alternative possibility should also be considered: that any autism spectrum traits found in Prader-Willi syndrome might represent false-positives, motivated by high rates of obsessions and compulsions, and a predilection for jigsaw puzzles, in this syndrome [8] .
So what is the upshot? Crespi & Badcock [7] and AbuAkel (this volume) agree that variation at rs850807 influences the expression of self-report paranoia. A genetic, epigenetic and neurodevelopmental model for paranoia developed from this locus would be of considerable utility, as paranoia forms a core of psychotic cognition, as well as disordered, otherwise-typical thought including extreme violence [5] . Ultimately, we envision a set of future, follow-on studies, that now compel attention and become feasible: (i) firm validation of rs850807 as imprinted and subject to producing haplotype-specific phenotypic effects; (ii) replication and extension of the main paranoia results in other populations, including clinical ones, and further analyses using AbuAkel's continuum approach; (iii) tests for fMRI differences between individuals bearing alternative expressed rs850807 haplotypes, with regard to paranoia and related traits; and (iv) tests for trans-acting imprinted 'anti-paranoia' genes and alleles, that would have evolved to counter their mentalistic impacts.
Neurogenetic conditions like Prader -Willi syndrome, Williams syndrome [9] and Turner syndrome [10] generate great challenges for affected individuals, their families and other carers, and their communities. They also, however, allow unique opportunities to conduct research that can both alleviate the negative syndrome effects, and, at the same time, provide new insights into the evolution of human cognition and its genetic and epigenetic bases. Imprinted-gene disorders are of special interest here, in that forms of dynamic within-genome and within-brain cooperation can emerge from evolutionary-genomic conflicts, so evolutionary biology, and theory for social cooperation [11] , become just as important as front-line molecular techniques for understanding the forms and functions of genetic, epigenetic and developmental networks. We hope that this exchange, and this emerging system, help to inspire such theory-guided empirical work.
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